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Comparative Politics  
 
 
Political Development and Later Schools of Thought (alts: see wiarda ch 5) 
 
I.  Political Development 
 
 A.  Pre ww2: institutions of Western Europe 
  
 B.  Post-WW2: rise of political development - why? 
 
  1.  As part of rise in interest in political behavior and informal politics 

2.  Creation of many new nations after Ottoman Empire and British 
Empire and de-colonialism more broadly - and new attention to other 
societies (LA, India) 
3.  “Political development” implied continued cooperation with former 
colonies 
4.  New academic hybrids - political anthropology, political sociology, etc.: 
new characteristics and dynamics to compare across countries 
5.  U.S. foreign policy: strategic interests of “developing these countries” 
in a pro-Western, anti-communist direction - govt money to fund study of 
such things – in general, scholars sought to assist these countries in pol 
and econ development and serve the US national interest. 
6.  Intellectual curiosity - vast riches of new research material. 
7.  Modern jet travel   

 
***In general: rise of political development was the sum of changes in 
the global political scene (2, 3),  
changes in academic pursuits (1,4,6) and  
pragmatic reasons (5,7). 

 
C.  Economists and political development. 

 
“Development” rooted in economic studies that presumed  

(1) econ dev was desirable  
(2) that econ dev would/should follow the Western model, and  
(3) that pol dev would follow naturally from econ dev. 

 
This of course did not turn out to be true: (1) some of these “developing” 
countries turned radical or authoritarian, and (2) perhaps some research 
should have looked at “pol dev as a prerequisite, rather than result, of 
econ dev.” 

 



- that is, notice the question of sequencing – pol dev then econ 
dev, or econ dev then pol dev, or attempt both sequentially – see 
how these debates were put into practice in Russia, CEE, Iraq, etc?   

 
 

D.  Sociologists and political development. 
 

A. First, same assumption of dev from “traditional” to “modern” - 
meaning Western. 
B.  Second, construction of “certain social requirements” (education, 
econ dev, communications, etc.) req’d for development.  
C.  US foreign aid policy: economic dev will lead to the social dev that will 
lead to pol dev - democracy.  Not only is this good on its own (we said), it 
will also serve our strategic interests of fighting communism.  So: 
economic aid for everyone!   

 
E.  Political science and political development:   

 
1.  Almond: “scientific and morally-good” approach: inputs and outputs: 

   Inputs:  - pol socializtn (how people learn) 
     - interest articulation (interest groups) 
     - interest aggregation (political parties) 
     - pol communications (to pol d-makers) 
 
   Outputs: - rule making (legislative) 
     - rule execution (executive) 
     - rule adjudication (judiciary) 
 

- sounds like US political system.  However, it identified in 
deliberate “scientific” order a set of variables to be studied... to 
characterize, order, classify and id missing pieces - for policy 
implications. 
 
In fact, these are still the several characteristics of "comparative 
politics" that Almond and others argued should be studied…. 

 
- however, as Peace Corps and young scholars went traipsing 
around the world, they discovered this model did not fit, and a 
variety of criticisms followed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



F.  Criticisms of the Developmentalist Approach 
 

1.  Peace Corps and young scholars went traipsing around the world, they 
discovered this political development model did not fit 

2.  Failure of development in Vietnam 
3.  Huntington: rapid econ dev  not pol dev/democ  
  but instead  
  econ dev  chaos/conflict  

 (this is the same Huntington we see later in "clash of civs" 
and "waves of democ") 

4.  Bias/ethnocentrism of pol dev 
5.  Globalization/interdependence means late 20th c dev must be 

different than 18/19th c dev 
6.  Expected Length of time to develop: earlier: centuries, now: decades 
or even years (cmte of Gorbachev/Yeltsin said "500 Days" 
7.  “Traditional” institutions of developing countries: should be thought 
of not as obstacles but means 
8.  Failure to meet high expectations of promises of dev led to 
resentment and conflict in “(not) developing countries” - see Osama, or 
Russia, or Afgh today 
9.  Difficulty in accepting “universal” characteristics across various 
cultures 
10.  Some viewed “pol dev” merely (and sinisterly) a tool of US to keep 
3w countries down 
11.  Ineffective application of US for pol 
12.  Intellectually exclusive - left scholarly critics outside - generational 
change resisted 

 
Also, note the different levels of success achieved under different 
paths of "development" – especially East Asia model vs. LA et al. 

 
*G.  Pol Dev:  "End of CP History" or "What's Next?" 
 
Importance of seeing that “political development” was viewed by some as the 
culmination of the scholarly development of comparative politics.  Instead, as we 
will see plainly in the next section, pol dev was an important stage - but still a 
stage - in the academic development of comp pol.  First “institutions of England 
and France,” then “political development,” then others....   

 
but in terms of foreign policy and apolitical humanitarianism, are the 
goals of pol dev (and econ and social dev) still relevant – see CEE/R 1990s, 
Iraq/Afgnstn 2000s 

 
 


